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(C) Copyright Roberto Boschin, 1994 EXCEL RUNNER for MS Excel 4

         WARNING

      The program file changes itself if you open it, so in order to
   avoid any mistake which can be done (though it's very difficult)
    it's better to keep a copy of the .ZIP file in a protected diskette.

Installation:
    1) Open the file XLRUNNER.XLA  from the directory you prefer, or even from the .ZIP file. 
    2) Enjoy the program

The program is auto-installating so the new tool which will appear
into the shown toolbar, refers to the  Excel path.  So if you
want to change the position of the file, you will have to delete
the new tool and open a NEW VIRGIN copy of the program file.

The Set-up program will copy the file into the directory EXCEL, and you can find
 some problems only if  your HD is write-protected. In this case ypu have to:

  1 -    Remove the write-protection from your HD or only from the partition 
          where you installed MS Excel. 

  2 -    Re-open the file XLRUNNER.XLA from MS Excel.

Disclaimer:

This program is copywright of Roberto Boschin, 1994.  It is provided without
warrantee of any sort.  The author doesn't assume any responsability in
consequence of this package. This program is FreeWare, and can be used
and distributed for non-commercial use without fee providing that:

a) it is not altered without permission of the author;
b) my name remains on the package at all times; 
d) no fee is ever charged for the distribution of the program; and
e) the author doesn't assume any possible responsability 
     in consequence of this package.

If you want to use it for commercial purposes or have any questions about
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these policies, do not hesitate to contact me.  While I do not ask for money,
I am eager to hear what people think of the program.  I'm especially
interested in hearing about any problems, incompatibilities, etc. that you
might encounter with this program.  But I'm also keen to hear if you just
like it, too.

Roberto Boschin, 26 April 1994
tel/fax:   (041) 721041
S.Polo 1873
30125  Venezia
ITALY
boschin@vega.cicsd.unive.it
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